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 This paper introduces an electroencephalogram (EEG) analysis method to detect 
preferences for particular sounds. Our study aims to create novel brain–computer 
interfaces (BMIs) to control human mental (NBMICM), which are used to detect human 
mental conditions i.e., preferences, thinking, and consciousness, choose stimuli to control 
these mental conditions, and evaluate these choices. It is important to detect the preferences 
on stimuli. If the stimuli related to the preference can be detected, the NBCIMC can provide 
stimuli to the user based on their emotions by detecting their favorite stimuli. The proposed 
method adopted EEG recording technique, extraction techniques of EEG features and 
detection methods of preferences. EEG recording employs a simple electroencephalograph, 
for which the measurement position is the left frontal lobe (Fp1) of the brain. We assume 
that the differences of the EEG activities on the patterns of preference are expressed in the 
association between the changes of the power spectra on each frequency band of the EEG. 
To calculate the association, we employ the gray theory model. The EEG feature is 
extracted by calculating the gray association degree, then, the preferences are detect using 
a support vector machine (SVM). Experiments are conducted to test the effectiveness of this 
method, which is validated by a mean accuracy rate >88% on the favorite sound detection. 
These results suggest that the detection of subject’s favorite sounds becomes easy when the 
EEG signals are analyzed while the gray associate degrees are used as the EEG feature 
and the SVM is used as the classifier. 
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1. Introduction  

This paper is an extension of a paper presented at the 2018 
International Conference on Electronic, Information, and 
Communication (ICEIC), 2018 [1]. This paper discusses the 
detection of human mental state conditions, proposes a method for 
detecting patterns of human preferences, and contains additional 
discussions on comparative methods. 

Recently, electroencephalogram (EEG)-based interfaces 
(brain–computer interfaces (BCI) and/or BMI) have gained 
considerable research interest in many fields. This study aims to 
create new BMIs to control human mental (NBMICM), which are 
used to detect human mental conditions e.g., preferences, thinking, 
consciousness, choose stimuli for controlling these mental 
conditions, and evaluate these choices. It is important to detect the 
preferences on stimuli. If the stimuli related to the preference can 

be detected, the NBCIMC can provide stimuli to the user based on 
their emotions by detecting their favorite stimuli. 

There are any approaches to analyze and detect the human 
preferences in previous studies. Sawata et. al. proposed the method 
to detect the individual favorite music by calculating the audio 
features of EEG signals during listening to the music [2]. In [3], 
the author analyzed the differences of the relationship between the 
ethnic groups and music preferences by detecting the preference 
on music using EEG signals and their analyses. In [4], the authors 
analyzed the relationship between the haptic preference and the 
Gamma EEG to detect the features of the EEG signals. However, 
these previous studies employed the electroencephalograph that 
had many electrodes to record the EEG and it may be difficult to 
use the interface using the EEG on daily basis [5]. This paper used 
a simple device that has a single dry-type electrode. The sensing 
position is on the left lobe. The prefrontal cortex activities are 
changes when a human mental state is changed [6,7], therefore, 
EEG activities in the prefrontal pole are variable. Furthermore, the 
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EEGs of the frontal cortex activities vary from person to person 
[8,9]. We propose a method using single-point sensing to analyze 
EEGs and mitigate the adverse effects of such individual 
differences. 

To analyze EEG activities, there are numerous approaches 
[10]. In [3], [4], the authors calculated the power spectrum of EEG 
signals to extract the features. In [11], [12], the authors employed 
principal component analysis for extracting EEG features [11,12]. 
In [13], the authors used independent component analysis to 
extract the features. Then, In [13,14], the researchers employed k-
nearest neighbor (kNN) to detect and/or classify the EEG features. 
Blankertz et. al. used linear discriminant analysis (LDA) as 
classifier [15]. In [12], the researcher employ artificial neural 
networks (ANN) to classify the EEG signals. In [16], the author 
used self-organizing map (SOM) to recognize the human 
emotions. In [2], [11], [17] the authors employed support vector 
machine (SVM) to analyze human preference and EEG signals, 
respectively. 

Here, we assumed that relationships among the power spectra 
of the frequency bands become unique when creating the 
preferences on stimuli and different on each preference. This paper 
employed the gray associate degree calculation technique [14,18] 
to compute the relationships. Also, the gray associate degree 
calculation technique can reduce the noise signals in the EEG 
signals because of one of statistical processing models. The SVM 
classifier  was employed to detect the preferences because the 
previous studies had good results to detect the preference using the 
SVM. We were able to detect the subject’s preference patterns by 
analyzing the EEG activities during listening to certain sounds. If 
the stimuli are sounds and the favorite sounds are detected by 
analyzing the EEG signals, the NBCIMC can give user healing 
sounds to be comfortable blanket by detecting the favorite sounds. 
Finally, we conducted experiments using real EEG data for testing 
the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

2. Proposed method 

The proposed method adopted EEG recording technique, 
extraction techniques of EEG features and detection methods of 
preferences, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

MindTune (MT) was used to record the EEG signals. This 
device has a dry-type sensor and a few electrodes installed in a pair 
of headphones. For the EEG recordings, the left ear and Fp1 in the 
international 10-20 system are reference and exploring electrodes, 
respectively (Figure 2). The timetable of each EEG recording was 
15 seconds (no listening) and 15 seconds (listening to sound) as a 
set, as shown in Figure 3. The recorded EEG signals were 
transformed into the power spectra using a fast Fourier transform. 
Then, the power spectra on each frequency band were based on 
rhythm of brain activities. This paper divided into four frequency 
bands; theta, low-alpha, high-alpha and beta. The range of 
frequency bands are 4–7Hz, 8–9Hz, 10–12Hz and 13–24Hz, 
respectively. After the EEG recording, the subject completed an 
easy questionnaire on the preference evaluation of the sounds. The 
preference patterns were based on the responses to the 
questionnaire, of which the criterion and the preference patterns 
(indicated in parentheses) were based on whether the subject liked 

 
Figure 1: Procedure of the proposed method. 

 
Figure 2: International 10-20 system. Reference electrode is at left earlobe (A1) 

and exploring electrode is at left prefrontal pole (Fp1). 

 

 
Figure 3: Timetable of each EEG recording. 

(FavoriteSound), disliked (DislikeSound), or felt neutral toward, 
i.e., neither liked nor disliked (Other), a particular sound. 

The gray associate degree was calculated to extract the EEG 
features based on the time variations of the power spectra on each 
frequency band of the EEG because we assumed that the 
differences of the EEG activities on the preference patterns are 
expressed in the association between the changes of the power 
spectra. The eigenvectors were calculated to extract the gray 
association degree from the gray relationship coefficients. We 
regarded the eigenvector of the greatest eigenvalue as the EEG 
feature. The matrices of the discrete time series data of the power 
spectra of the EEG frequency bands ( EEG ) and the gray relational 
coefficient ( GRC ) are defined as follows:  
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Figure 4: Classifier for detecting preference patterns using the SVM. 
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where υ  and ij∆  indicate the distinguishing coefficient ( ]1,0[∈υ ) 

and )()( kEEGkEEG ji − , respectively. )(kEEGi  and )(kEEG j  
denote the reference and comparison matrices, respectively. 

In preference detection, the kernel SVM classifier (shown in 
Figure 4) using the RBF kernel function was employed to detect 
the preference patterns because the SVM classifier was employed 
to detect and/or classify the EEG features in previous studies 
[2,11,17]. The previous studies could obtain good results using the 
SVM classifier. Then, this paper employed a one-versus-rest 
strategy for detecting the preferences. An N -fold cross-validation 
method was used for testing. Finally, this paper calculated the 
mean accuracy rate for the preference detection ( MeanAc ) to 
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method: 

∑= SampleNumCrrectNum
N

MeanAc /1  (4) 

where CorrectNum  is the total number of correct answers 
SampleNum  means the total sample number. 

3. Experiments 

The subjects were four males (average age: 22.5 years) and one 
female (age: 22 years). The EEG device was positioned on the 
forehead of each subject. The EEG was recorded more than once 
in the laboratory with ongoing background noise. The subjects 
listened to 15 kinds of the sounds in an experiment. The sounds 
comprised window bells sound, helicopter noise, fire engine , 
grade crossing, scotch tape, cicada buzz, bush warbler buzz, 
mosquito, roar of waves, soda water, unwrapping the paper, 
fireworks, train noise, frictional noise of styrene foams and drill 
noise, respectively. The experiments were repeated five times for 
each subject, producing a total of 375 sounds that were played. 
Thus, T  and υ  for the EEG feature extraction were 15 and 0.5, 
respectively, while C  and γ  for the kernel SVM were 52−  and 

122− , respectively. Then, the number of N  for cross validation 
was 5. 

Table 1 shows the experimental results for the means and 
standard deviations of the accuracy rates of the detections of 
FavoriteSound (Favorite), DislikeSound (Dislike), and Other. The 
comparative methods, PCA, and the power spectra were used to 
extract the feature. The nearest neighbor (1NN) method was used 
as classifier to detect the preferences. The EEG features of the 
comparative methods were shared by the proposed method. Gray, 
PCA, and Freq were the gray association degrees, which were the 
results of the PCA and the power spectra of the EEG (Equation 1), 
respectively, as the EEG features. SVM and kNN were the 
classifiers used by SVM and 1NN, respectively, for detecting the 
preference patterns. 

For all methods (Gray + kNN, PCA + SVM, PCA + kNN, Freq 
+ SVM, and Freq + kNN) other than our proposed method, the 
mean detection accuracies of FavoriteSound were the highest with 
accuracies of 88.27, 76.53, 88, 77.34, 87.47 and 82.57, 
respectively. Using our proposed method (Gray + SVM), the mean 
detection accuracies of FavoriteSound, DislikeSound, and Other 
were the highest with accuracies of 88.27, 52.27, and 59.6, 
respectively, as compared with the comparative methods (Gray + 
kNN, PCA + SVM, PCA + kNN, Freq + SVM, and Freq + kNN). 
Moreover, the standard deviations of the detection accuracies of  

Table 1: Means and standard deviations of the accuracy rates of detections of 
FavoriteSound, DislikeSound, and Other. 

(%) Favorite Dislike Other 

Gray + SVM 
(Proposed 
method) 

88.27 ± 0.01 52.27 ± 0.01 59.6 ± 0.01 

Gray + kNN 76.53 ± 0.01 50.67 ± 0.02 49.64 ± 0.01 

PCA + SVM 88.0 ± 0.01 50.67 ± 0.01 59.47 ± 0.01 

PCA + kNN 77.34 ± 0.01 47.46 ± 0.02 50.93 ± 0.01 

Freq + SVM 87.47 ± 0.02 48.8 ± 0.01 52.27 ± 0.01 

Freq + kNN 82.57 ± 0.03 47.74 ± 0.02 51.2 ± 0.01 
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Favorite, Dislike, and Other were 0.03, 0.02, and 0.01, 
respectively. The mean detection accuracies of Dislike and Other 
were 60% or less. 

4. Discussions 

Using all methods with accuracies of 76.53% or more, we 
confirmed that the mean detection accuracies of FavoriteSound 
were the highest. These results suggest that the favorite stimuli are 
detected by analyzing the left frontal cortex activities because the 
activities of the left frontal cortex on favorite stimuli become 
unique. Bajoulvand et. al. showed that frontal cortex activities had 
a close relation to human preference because the sensing position 
was frontal lobe and folk music preference was analyzed based on 
EEG analysis [3]. Therefore, this result shows the validity of our 
consideration. 

We confirmed that the mean detection accuracies of all 
preferences obtained by the proposed method were higher than 
those obtained by the comparative methods. These results suggest 
that the relationships among EEG frequency bands become unique 
when creating the preferences on stimuli and they are different on 
each preference. Therefore, the detection of a subject’s favorite 
sounds becomes easy when the EEG signals are analyzed while the 
gray associate degrees are used as the EEG feature and the SVM 
is used as the classifier. Sawata et. al. showed that favorite music 
was detected using SVM with mean accuracies of 83.6% or more, 
although 12 channels were used to record the EEG signals [2]. 
Therefore, this result shows the validity of our consideration. 

The standard deviations of the detection accuracies for all 
methods were 0.03 or less, which suggest that the EEG signals and 
the standard deviations of the detection accuracies became high 
when the distributions of the extracted EEG features and the 
distributions related to each preference pattern were stable and the 
left frontal cortex activities related to the preference were widely 
varied. 

The means of the detection accuracies of Dislike and Other 
were 60% or less, which were substantially lower than for 
FavoriteSound. These results suggest that detection is difficult for 
negative stimuli, such as DislikeSound, and borderline cases, such 
as Other, when the left frontal pole is the sensing position for the 
EEG analysis. If responses to negative stimuli and/or borderline 
case are detected, the sensing positions must be changed. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper introduced an EEG analysis method to detect 
human preferences. The proposed method adopted EEG recording 
technique, extraction techniques of EEG features and detection 
methods of preferences. In EEG measurement, the sensing point 
was Fp1 (the left frontal lobe). The gray association degree was 
used to extract the EEG feature and an SVM was used to detect 
the preferences of humans for particular sounds. In order to show 
the effectiveness of the proposed method, experiments were 
conducted with real EEG data. Using all comparative methods 
with accuracies of 76.53% or more, the mean detection accuracies 
on FavoriteSound were confirmed to be the highest while the 
proposed method produced higher accuracies for FavoriteSound, 
DislikeSound, and Other. These results suggest that the detection 
of subject’s favorite sounds becomes easy when the EEG signals 
are analyzed while the gray associate degrees are used as the EEG 

feature and the SVM is used as the classifier. However, we 
confirmed that the detection accuracies of Dislike and Other were 
60% or less, which were substantially lower than the results for 
the detections of FavoriteSound. These results suggest that the 
detection of negative stimuli, such as DislikeSound, and 
borderline cases, such as Other, are difficult when the sensing 
position for the EEG analysis is the left frontal pole. 

For future research, we will change the sensing positions to 
detect other preferences, such as Dislike and Other. 
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